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 TRACTOR-TOUGH AIRFRAME 

 HIGH RESOLUTION  NDVI IMAGERY  

TO MEASURE CROP HEALTH 

 PROCESSED AND DELIVERED   

WHILE YOU ARE STILL IN THE FIELD 

HIGHLIGHTS 

The Airframe 

The AgEagle flight platform was built for agriculture. AgEagle was developed by peo-

ple with farm backgrounds and is the aerial crop scouting tool for farmers.  The 

“Tractor Tough” flight platform features composite materials embedded and sur-

rounding the wing form. The composite shell of fiberglass and carbon fiber cloth, in 

addition to a polycarbonate skidplate, protect the valuable electronics and will en-

dure hundreds of flights.   

The AgEagle uses only the right components for the job and is built in Kansas by 

craftsmen who care about precision and detail. Proven flight control software pro-

vides confidence and assures trouble free flying. Each AgEagle is taken for a test 

flight prior to shipping so you know it’s ready to fly for you. 

Hi-Resolution Imagery 

The AgEagle RAPID can be delivered with your choice of camera fully 

integrated into the hardware and into DroneDeploy software.   We rec-

ommend Sony’s high-resolution A5000 and QX1 cameras, for their ex-

tremely high resolution  of 20.1 MP with a  large 23.5 x 15.6 mm sensor.  

The cameras come fully customized to provide NDVI imagery, so that 

they will show you the relative crop health across your fields.  

No Need for Data Processing 

As the AgEagle RAPID flies, images are captured at a regular interval, which means 

hundreds of photos are gathered while in flight. The images are assembled  auto-

matically during flight, creating a seamless aerial map. It is no longer necessary to 

remove the SD card from the camera, copy the images to your computer, and pro-

cess them with complicated software, which can take many hours. The RAPID sys-

tem is powered by DroneDeploy, which eliminates the long processing time, deliver-

ing stitched and georeferenced images to your internet-

connected device in minutes. 

Enhance your crop scouting with 
real-time aerial NDVI data 

Images on your mobile  within minutes 

For the first time, you can see current crop conditions 

while still in the field. With a smartphone or internet-

enabled tablet, an icon will indicate your position in the 

field relative to the areas of concern, making ground 

truthing faster and more precise.  



  

What can you see with aerial NDVI imagery that you can’t see on the ground or by satellite?   

Enhance your crop scouting with real-time aerial NDVI data. 

Standard public aerial imagery 

 

 

AgEagle RAPID with 20 MP camera 

 

 

 

 

AgEagle NDVI 
 3 cm/pixel 

 

 

 

Standard Satellite NDVI 
 20 m/pixel 

Even under ideal cloudless conditions, satellite imagery doesn’t measure up to high-

resolution NDVI imagery captured by a UAV as a croup scouting tool.  NDVI imagery 

can be used by most of the advanced farm software and shows differential in crop 

health.  The uses for diagnosing differences in crop growth are limitless, given the 

high resolution achievable with the AgEagle. 
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S Aircraft type ......................................................................................................... Fixed wing 

Wing span ........................................................................................................... 56" / 142 cm 

Weight with payload ...................................................................................... 7.8 lbs / 3.5 kg 

Material .................................................................................. Composite / hard shell epoxy 

Battery ................................................................................................ 14.8 V, 6600 mAh lipo 

Propulsion .................................................................... Electric pusher propellor, brushless  

Altitude source ................................................................................. LIDAR, altimeter, GPS 

GPS type ............................................................ GPS (US) & GLONASS (Russian satellites) 

Image resolution (GSD) ......................................................................3.2 cm/pixel at 400 ft  

Communication and control frequency ............................ 2.4 GHz radio & cellular carrier 

 

Descent rate .................................................................................................... 1,080 feet/min 

Turn Rate ................................................................................................... 1,500 degrees/sec 

Cruise speed ........................................................................................................ 52-66 km/h 

Demonstrated wind conditions .............................................................................. 67 km/h 

Operation ...................................................................................................... VFR / Day time 

Range .................................................................................................................. Line of sight 

Endurance ........................................................35 minutes (~ 45 minutes by summer 2015) 

Image acquisition coverage .................................................. ~ 480 acres per flight at 400 ft 

Maximum ceiling ...................................................................................................... 14,538 ft 

 

Flight plan .................................................... Web browser; automatic cross wind patterns 

Preflight system setup time .................................................................................. 3 minutes 

Take off type ............................................................................................................ Catapult 

Battery fail safe .............................................................................. Low power return home 

Radio fail safe .................................................................. No radio contact, return to home 

Geofence .............................................................................. Automatic surround scan area 

Altitude elevation accuracy ................................................................................... +/- 2.5cm 

Control from any tablet or smartphone device ................................................................  

Multiple flights large fields ................................................................................................  

Automated pre-flight checks .............................................................................................  

Automatic take off, flight and landing ..............................................................................  

Autonomous camera triggering .........................................................................................  

Automatic fail-safe routines ..............................................................................................  

User-controlled fail-safe routines ......................................................................................  

User-controlled emergency options:  ............. Hit the Deck; Return to Home; Auto-Land 

Landing location & spacing ...................................................................... User configurable 

Landing type .......................................................... Belly landing; polycarbonate skid-plate 

Landing angle ..................................................................................................... 12.6 degrees 

Altitude detection during landing ............................................................................. LIDAR 
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a Camera .......................................................................................................... Sony QX1 

Camera type ................................................... interchangeable lens mirrorless digital 

Shutter type ............ electronically-controlled, vertical traverse, focal-plane shutter 

Shutter speeds................................................ 1/4000 to 30 sec 

Pixel Gross  ...................................................  20.4 megapixels 

Effective Picture Resolution .........................  20.1 megapixels 

Imaging Sensor ....... APS HD CMOS sensor (23.5 X 15.6mm) 

Unique capabilities designed to work with smartphones 

 via Wi-Fi 802.11b/g/n and NFC 

Other cameras  ............ Canon S100, Sony A5000, MicaSense 

 

Both flight control and image processing of the AgEagle RAPID are powered by DroneDeploy,  

a system for cloud control that makes it simple for you to put the UAV to work for your farm.  

 Built-in air traffic control 

Hundreds of safety features to help you fly safely and reliably 

 Live data processing 

Get photos, including NDVI imagery, within a few minutes.  Fully stitched.   

Simply share a link from your smartphone to anyone, anywhere in the world.  

Or even better— use the NDVI map interface to scout those spots yourself. 

 Unlimited range 

Fast connections to your drone via the 4G networks over most of 

Canada, with an Offline Mode to reach even the most remote areas. 

 Team collaboration 

Enable your crop advisor to access your imagery immediately from anywhere.   
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AgEagle Canada Inc. 
10665 Jasper Avenue, Suite  600 
Edmonton, Alberta 
T5J 3S9 
 
(780) 266-4641 
markus@AgEagle.ca 

Enhance your crop scouting  
with real-time aerial NDVI data. 

www.AgEagle.ca 

The AgEagle RAPID package has all of the hardware you need: 

 AgEagle wing and all electronics (sensors, antennas) 

 The field launcher to ensure safe launches every time 

 Sony QX1 or A5000 camera, modified for NDVI images 

 An extra set of lipo batteries, charger & checker 

 Spare parts including propellers 

 Cables and tools 

 Manual controller and telemetry equipment 
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